
8/29/77 

Dear Gary, 

This _s so I will not have forgotten by the time you return from your great ad-venture. 

If Wyndal Krueth gets in touch with me I'll be glad to see him ih Madison. I guess I'll stay there, where the airport is. I oanot make it out and back in one day any more. by 20-hour days are past. I may, in fact, have to spend two nights in hadiaon if I can't get to tho airport in tine for a 4:30 plane. Speech at 1 more than 50 miles away. 
ERDA/Alvarez/Prommire: I sent copies to Proxmire without receiving even an ack-nowledgement. I also cent copieu to people in Wioconsin. I ean:,,t justify taking time for more. 

In some ways I am feeling better. But I remain uneasy and the doctors have not yet completed the tests. They have indicated en arterial problem along with the post-nhlebitio condition I'm not at all confident is "post." 
about a month ago walking to th,_ end of the lane and bacz, about 250 yards, soectimces made me woozy. Once in a while I still am, briefly, when I stand up. However, I've been keeping at the walaing and can do about 7 miles a day now, regardless of the hot, humid weather and air pollution. 
Several things have given me some reassurance. while I believe things have happened that the Gati. doctors ignored, I have more confidence in the local doctor and much in the expert consultation I arranged, is consultant to the local doctor. I've also won a battle wKth GHA, shish in preparing e plan for my/our local care. 
The correct dosage of conmaAin has not been established. I was on 10 mg a day and that wee inadequate. least week I was told to take two extra ones pr_' or to the ::eating protime test, or two days of 15 mg. I guess the caution is prompted by the possible side effects, although I was on 15 mg for about six menthe, to Aptil 1976. That there need be this dosage is not reassuring. 
I was uneasy enough to lose 25 pounds - no apetite. 
-ou eay want to keep in mind that I'm getting copies of all CIA records. on their mind-bending] behavior-alteration work. They are stonewalling me on the most recent stuff but up to it I have all and in time I'll have that. I have not had time to read any but the earlier records made available. Incredible stuff, incredible people, incredible tolerance of tied bestial. all in the name of patriotism and "national security." 
hope you have the great tine the trip should be, 

beet, 



WALK-IN COUNSELING CENTER 
2421 CHICAGO AVENUE SOUTH 
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55404 

	
August 27, 1977 

(614 870-0565 or 870-0566 

Dear Harold, 

Thanks for your letter of 8/8. I'm in the last minute stages of trip preparation and things aregetting hectic, so this will be brief. 

Sorry I won't be in town when you are in Wisconsin. Wyndal Krueth, a young local researcher, would like to try to visit with you then if it is possible. I'll suggest that he write you to see if it would be possible. He's done a lot of reading, has been to Dallas, and has dug up things like photos of Guy Bannister (who was local many years ago). 

Glad to hear that you're feeling OK. Frankly your letters for the past several months have conveyed that in terms of tone. You just plain sound better. 

I agree with you on the use of ERDA funds in the Alvarez case. It's hard to imagine that research being seen as legit-imite. Cou*ld you get some of the Wisconsin people to pursue the Prommire contact? If constituents put the heat on it usually does more good. In addition, given his interest in waste of govt. funds on nonsense research, 010### perhaps he might want to do a belated award to Alvarez. 

Give my warm regards to everyone. 

, 
Gary r 
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